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Although NAV financing – fund-level loans underwritten against investment portfolios – has long
been a liquidity management tool employed in the private credit and secondaries markets, the
impacts of covid led many buy-out managers to look closely at NAV financing for general
liquidity, and defensive (portfolio protection) and offensive (market dislocation capitali-sation)
purposes. 

Initially, there seemed to be more talk than execution as managers sought to better understand
the product. However, the number of executed trades has surged recently and we have seen a
corresponding increase in press articles criticising their use. 

It is easy to see why this topic is headline-worthy. The idea that private equity funds would incur
more debt when interest rates have risen rapidly and valuations are under scrutiny may seem
surprising; as may the concept of distributing borrowed money to investors to improve DPI and
IRR calculations, when managers otherwise struggle to achieve exits and raise new capital. 

We remind readers though of past concerns raised about the use of subscription lines as
recently as six years ago. Now, subscription lines are broadly understood and their usage and
benefits accepted across the market, with most funds now using this product. NAV financing
has to go through a similar ‘growing up’ phase. 

Managers are being driven to explore alternative liquidity options due to a barrage of micro and
macro challenges – including persistent inflation, unprecedented interest rate rises and a
challenging exit environment, to name a few – coming after a bull-run of easy money and low
interest rates. 

Of course, questions should be asked, but there is clearly a liquidity gap that other solutions
cannot fill in the same way as NAV financings, so a balanced and holistic analysis of the use
and impact of such facilities is warranted. In this article we address certain criticisms made in
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the press about NAV financing based on our first-hand experience of these transactions, and
con-sider whether some of these criticisms may be misplaced. 

“NAV financing adds leverage on leverage” 

As lenders have recourse to entire port-folios on a NAV financing rather than an individual
asset, managers are com-mercially incentivised to ensure overall debt levels are conservative
and support the loan repayment terms. Initial loan-to-value (LTV) ratios are often around 15
percent (and may be significantly less) of the net asset value of a fund and typically cannot
exceed 30 percent during the facility tenor. A diversified portfolio allows single investments to
fluctuate in value provided other in-vestments are sufficiently value-generative to compensate.
Further, private markets typically experience less volatility than public markets. 

One commonly used metric is that private equity has a beta of 0.5 com-pared to the S&P 500
total return. Using this metric and taking the five-year peak (4,766 in December 2021) versus
trough (3,583 in October 2022) values of the S&P 500, this 25 percent reduction in public
market values would equate to a 12.5 percent reduction in average private equity value. For a
15 percent LTV loan, this decline in value would translate to a 17 percent LTV. 

Even assuming a beta of 1.0 and reducing valuations by the equivalent declines of the S&P
500 (ie -25 percent), LTVs would increase only to 20 percent. These levels would not typically
equate to an immediate event of default under a NAV loan facility. Further, as NAV loans are
typically underwritten on mature assets, in practice under-lying leverage is likely to come down
throughout the life of the facility.

“Why risk the entire portfolio to support a troubled investment?”

If an investment is essentially strong but going through a period of stress, additional capital can
help it to survive and recover to deliver value to investors. If that additional capital is not
available at the asset level, or is prohibitively expensive, NAV financing, underwritten on the
strength of the fund’s broader investment portfolio, is a way to support that investment without
selling and foregoing upside. 

The relatively lower cost of such financing compared to asset-level financing combined with the
increased flexibility to determine the timing of an exit from that investment can support higher
overall portfolio returns.  

“Why not rely on traditional exit routes to deliver value to investors?” 

High interest rates, inflation and volatility in public market valuations have contributed to
reduced M&A activity and a soft IPO market. Bain & Company recently estimated that buyout



funds are sitting on a record $2.8 trillion in unexited assets – more than four times the level held
post the global financial crisis. 

This unrealised value is adversely impacting distributions to investors – Preqin reports that net
cashflows from buyout funds to investors through March 2023 was $63.3 billion in the red and
has been negative since 2019 (excluding 2021). 

 Tom Glover of BC Partners tells us that the dearth in exits has “created an accumulation of
negative net LP cash-flows unlike anything seen since the GFC”, and that “NAV-based liquidity
is increasingly being seen by both sides as bringing real advantages versus con-tinuation
vehicles/asset sales, including speed, cost, no bid/ask spread, preser-vation of upside, and pre-
payability.”

   
 This exit slowdown has created an opportunity for buyout managers to acquire value-accretive

assets for investors, but this can be constrained by limited available investor capital and limited
capacity at operating company level to incur further debt to fund expansion. NAV finance can
provide a cost-effective solution for managers, with the ability to arbitrage the differential be-
tween the cost of equity (around 22 percent using median IRR for buyout funds as a proxy)
versus the cost of NAV finance (between 9 percent and 15 percent, including benchmark rates
and spreads depending on diversity and credit quality). 

As Scott Turner at Lloyds Banking Group notes: “The prudent application of NAV facilities in the
right circum-stances can deliver attractive value and liquidity enhancement.”

“Managers are using NAV financing to make investor distributions to artificially inflate
DPI” 

NAV financings have certainly been used to fund distributions to investors. But this isn’t a one-
way street. Private equity investors have seen a dearth of exit activity for a prolonged period
now, and distributions as a percentage of NAV have been at their lowest in over a decade.
Investors want cash, and NAV financings can deliver this while allowing managers to retain
value up-side until market conditions improve. 

“LPs could sell investments in the secondaries market but at a potentially deep discount, so
benefitting from early distributions at low cost (versus future cashflows) for a portfolio and a
manager they want to retain a relationship with can be a better route to liquidity,” says Dan
Kumagai at Nat-West Markets. 

Certainly, debt-funded distributions improve DPI, but it would be extremely short-sighted for a
manager to do this purely for this reason without discussing it with its investors and not expect
this to be a factor taken into consideration by investors for future fundraising. As Ian Wiese of
MassMutual notes: “Investors are sophisticated, and it is very easy by looking at the fund
financials to determine the origins of the DPI. There is no hiding the NAV line.” 



“Distributions funded from NAV facilities that are recallable can’t be used by investors”

The circumstances under which distributions can be recalled will depend on the terms of a
fund’s LPA, which will have been negotiated between the manager and its investors at the
outset of the fund.

The concept of recallable distributions was not created for NAV financings and (absent an
express agreement by an investor) is not applied specifically to distributions from a NAV loan.
NAV facilities do not increase the risk of distributions being recalled, and such proceeds will
likely only be recall-able under the same circumstances un-der which distributions from an
investment exit are recallable, in which case it is right that such proceeds should be treated in
the same way. 

The benefits of discussion 

As lawyers advising on these facilities, you might fairly comment that we have a vested interest
in more managers using these facilities. We would respond that as advisers who structure
these facilities, carry out fund document due diligence and participate in investor
communications, we are well positioned to cut through the market noise. 

One thing we firmly believe is that discussion and transparency around NAV facilities is a
positive. As Tom Doyle of Pemberton Capital Advisors notes: “It is important for GPs to ex-plain
the purpose and benefits of a transaction. This enables a win-win when applied to the right
situations, as NAV facilities are being adopted by proactive, successful GPs who are not
looking to utilise facilities to artificially enhance returns, but rather drive accretive growth for
their seasoned portfolio assets or conversely preserve the value they have created to date.” 

NAV financings aren’t appropriate for all portfolios and in all circumstances, but they are and
will continue to be an invaluable liquidity option for buy-out managers. 

Communication Concerns

“Managers are not transparent in their use of these facilities, with investors often kept in
the dark” 

In our experience, this is simply untrue. We regularly see managers consult with their investors
prior to putting NAV loans in place, even where the financing is permitted by the terms of the
fund documents.

Regular communication is critical to managers successfully managing investor expectations.
Moreover, we have seen many examples of investors asking to participate in these facilities
directly, with an increasing number of NAV facilities now having a reserved allocation for
investors. Rather than objecting to NAV financings, investors are viewing them as another way
to get exposure to the performance of investment portfolios. 



As Richard Sehayek of Ares Management’s alternative credit strategy tells us: “Many LPs
we’ve spoken to recognise that NAV loans can provide an accretive solution to enhance
liquidity. In fact, we’ve seen LPs themselves identify and bring these opportunities to NAV loan
providers, and some have even co-invested alongside the primary lender.”

(This article originally appeared in Private Equity International. You can view the article here.) 
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London Hosts First Girls in Finance Program
December 1, 2023

On Thursday 30 November, Cadwalader’s Women’s Leadership Initiative (“WLI”) hosted the
first Girls in Finance day in London.

The WLI welcomed 20 students from the Eden Girls’ School in collaboration with the East
London Business Alliance to Cadwalader’s London offices, for an immersive morning learning
about careers in finance and an array of finance concepts.

The morning started off with a vibrant panel discussion featuring some of the industry’s most
brilliant woman in finance. Thank you to Iryna Chakanava (Ares Credit Group), April Gagnon
(Barings), Ashley Danesi (Alta Advisers) and Francesca Giacoppo, Ana García Vivancos and
Serafina Di Felice (Kartesia) for your time and insightful contributions.

Following the panel discussions, the girls had the opportunity to discuss all things wellness with
the panellists and discover how they manage to maintain their health and relationships, all
while juggling their demanding jobs. Finally, it was onto some investment 101 where the
students were introduced to different asset classes and given the opportunity to play an
investment simulation game – suffice to say, they walked away fully appreciating that
diversification really is king!

The day concluded with a lunch and more valuable one on one time between the finance
professionals and girls, a fantastic morning well spent learning from one another and being
inspired.

Thanks to all involved for the tremendous effort! If you’re interested in getting involved next
year, please do drop us a line Carla.pilcher@cwt.com or emina.hodzic@cwt.com.
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Next Week - APAC End of the Year Networking Celebrations
December 1, 2023

The FFA APAC team invites you to join them for an evening of networking! Please join for
drinks, canapes, and an opportunity to socialize and celebrate the year with colleagues and
associates in the fund finance industry.

The event will be hosted simultaneously in Hong Kong, Singapore, and Sydney on December
7, 2023.

Register to attend in Hong Kong here. 

Register to attend in Singapore here. 

Register to attend in Sydney here. 
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